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Mia and Frank Wesner

Mia and Frank Wesner loved the family home they had lived in for
31 years, but wanted the ease of single-level living. They also wanted to stay
close to their large extended family. When they found Athertyn, they found
a beautiful new home only 2 miles away, full of light and warmth, and a
community of supportive neighbors.
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What made you decide to move to Athertyn?

What do you like about living at Athertyn?

Mia: We looked at a few places, but no other community
felt as new and bright as Athertyn. I never tire of walking
in the front entrance. It’s beautiful.

Mia: It’s convenient and peaceful, and there’s so much to
do here, too. I’m on the landscape committee and we’re
working on a community cutting garden. Frank and I
are both in book clubs. And in the afternoons, I’m at the
pool with the Noodlers. We call ourselves that because
we exercise with pool noodles as we swim. We’re always
moving and so are our mouths! When a new person
comes, we just say “grab a noodle and join us!”

Frank: The accessibility is great. I have Parkinson’s and
go to the fitness center here every day to keep myself
dexterous. Working out every day is much easier because
we’re so close to the clubhouse and there are no steps.
Going to Rock Steady Boxing isn’t a problem, either —
the elevator to the underground parking makes it simple.

Why did you choose the Clairemont model?
Mia: We wanted this home because of the light. The
exposure on three sides makes it feel like a house — not a
one-view apartment. I’m someone who is affected by the
light and our previous home was full of it. The light here
is great for growing all my orchids.

What would you say to someone
considering Athertyn?
Mia: Do it! It’s close to everything and walking to the
Freedom playground with the grandkids is easy. And the
people here are wonderful. There’s a good variety: world
travelers and so many interesting people. When Frank had
a recent health setback, the outpouring of caring from our
neighbors was wonderful. We received cards, texts, meals
— but most of all — friendship.

For more information on Athertyn, please call 610.525.5110 or visit www.Athertyn.com.

